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McLeod, '41 Killed
In Action In Africa
Lieut. R. R.
McLeod, general
science, '41, has recently been reported
killed
in action in the
North African campaign. McLeod,
a lieutenant in the
U. S. Army
Air Corps, was killed in a fighter
plane over the African desert.
While at Clemson McLeod was a
lieutenant-colonel in
the cadet
military organization.
He was a
member of Seabbard
and Blade
and various other campus organizations.

Blue Key To Be
Distributed To
Corps Tonight

Shown here is Professor John Lane, "Cotton"
Herring, Ben Robertson, and Harold Cooler as
they inspect the layout for the 1943 issue of
Taps. While attending Clemson, Robertson, who
addressed students and faculty members in the

college auditorium Monday night, was editor of
Taps his senior year. "Cotton" is the present
editor and Harold is associate and art editor of
Taps. The Clemson Annual is schedule to be
ready for distribution to the corps on April 15.

Ben Robertson Addresses
Students, Faculty Monday
Writer Says U. S.
Is Now Winning
War For Peace
"We Hove Poid With
Sweat Now We Will
Pay With Our Blood"
Iii a speech delivered to the
cadet corps last Monday night. Ben
Robertson, Jr. lauded the strength
and ability of the American forces
on the fighting fronts. Speaking
to a well filled auditorium, he expressed belief that, "We have paid
the price demanded by experience,
and are taking our position, preparing to strike. We have used
the sweat, now all that is left is
the blood and tears."
In a truly heart, to heart talk,
Ben took his audience into intimate contact with the Russian situation. Our Russian allies, who
have done such a magnificent job
of withstanding the German onslaught, are still suspicious of our
intentions, but the amount of aid
we give to them now will help determine their future attitude toward us, he said. The famed journalist advanced the fact that Hitler is sending troops into battle
as though he were throwing logs
on the fire, but despite this fact
the Russians have sworn that
"Each soldier will fulfill Ms military duty and fight as long as his
heart is still beating." The hardfighting Russians, who Ben observes to be "really fine people",
consider our future closely connected with theirs. They have
fought to gain time for us, and it
is now our task to save time for
them.
"Space", Ben says, "has ceased to
have meaning to the American
fighting man." The Perry Command boys have to carry at least
five kinds of money to be able to
buy necessities en route. A lad
from Texas, who was preparing to
leave for . Palestine, made mention
of the fact that Texas was, "great
country", but he said, "I'm on my
way to the kill "promised land."
Ben has traveled 35,000 miles in
the past year, and his address was
as interesting as each mile of the
trip. One of his most enjoyable
experiences was seeing the Sphinx
adorned with a sign which read,
'Give 'em Hell Auburn."
After being introduced by Professor S. M. Martin, of the Fellowship Club, the top notch correspondent expressed pride in being
able to bring the public news of
the United States soldier. Judging
from the intentness of a thinking
audience.^ the
famed
journalist
brought back a store of news which.
is the type the public demands. v
Throughout his
international
travels, Ben has seen the trend of
events point toward a certain victory for the Allies, but he fears
that America, who has already had
two chances
to
secure
world
peace, will not be given a third
try. The future of the world may
well hinge on our ability to reorganize, and, on the basis of
svhat he has seen, Ben has the
greatest confidence in things to
:ome.

Sutker Named Critic
For Forensic Society
Abe Sutker, vocational agricultural education '43 of McColl. was
last week named critic of The Calhoun Forensic Society, Clemson's J
only literary organization.
Sutker succeeds Dick Bree'.and I
•who resiened this post

Sports: - Basketeers Lose
To Wake Forest. Next
Game Is With Presbyterian Thursday. Intramural
Football
Championship
Race Is Hotly Contested.
A & R Officers Are Negligent In Their Duties.

Former Student
Earns Commission
James C. Holliday, former Clemson student, has recently graduated from the Officer Candidate department of the Eastern Signal
Corps school, Fort Monmouth, N.
J. He successfully completed the
course of instruction and was
commissioned a second lieutenant
in the Army of the United States
on December 31.
Lt. Holliday is the son of Mr.
•and Mrs. John D. Holliday of Six
Mile.

ocal American
Legion Post Wins
Specia! Citation
Clemson College American Legion
Post No. 42 was this week notified
by Roane Waring, National American Legion Commander, that it
has been awarded the "Special Citation for Most Distinguished Service."
The announcement
was
received by H. H. Willis, Commander of the Clemson PoPst and Dean
of the School of Textiles.
The letter from National Commander Waring contained the following comments: "To have enrolled for 1943 the equivalent of all
your 1942 members by last Armistice Day is evidence of the devotion of your many loyal Legion associates to the American Legion
program and its far-flung activities."

Lieut. Cottingham
Killed In Action
Lieutenant J. Ernest Cottingham,
Jr., agricultural engineering '41, was
killed in action in New Guinea on
November 21, but word of his death
was not received here until January 4.
Before going to New
Guinea he was stationed in Australia.
Lieut. Cottingham was the son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Ernest Cottingham, Sr., of Dillon.

Twin Lieutenants Are
Now In Great Britain
Lieutenants Colin C. McLaurin,
chemistry '40, and Kenneth McLaurin, general science '40, are now
"safe in England" according
to
information 'received by the grandmother of the twin boys, Mrs. A.
H. Atkins, of Darlington.
Both are now first lieutenants in
the Army Air Forces stationed in
Grea" Britain.

Navy V-1 Still
Open To Boys
Under Eighteen
Due to the deadline placed on
enlistments- into the armed services of the United States on December 15, many Clemson students
who are under eighteen years of
age failed to get into the enlisted
Reserve Corps. It is now brought
to the attention of the cadet corps
that enlistments in the Navy under
the V-l' Accredited College Program
are still open' to those who wish to
enlist in that particular branch of
the service.
In a recent letter to college officials, Lieut. D. P, Welchel, District
Prospect Officer, said, "The executive order of the President, issued
December 5, 1942, stopping all voluntary enlistments in the Armed
Services, did not effect the V-l program for students under eighteen
years of age. If they are qualified
in all other respects, they can still
be enlisted in this classification
until they reach their eighteenth
birthday.
"The Bureau of Naval Personnel,
however, had just advised that enlistments in this classification will
be closed March 15. 1943. This directive also advises that high school
students graduating in February
must secure from the registrar of
an accredited college or university
a statement that subject applicant
is duly enrolled as a full time student in good standing, or has been
accepted for enrollment. However,
the applicant must be enrolled and
attending the college of his choice
not later than March 15, 1943."

Two More Clemson
Men Held Prisoners
First Lt. Francis H. Scarborough,
agricultural engineering '39, and
First Lt. Martin Crook, Jr., general science' '39, were among the
names recently released by the
War Department as those American soldiers now being held prisoners of war by the Japanese.
These two names brings the number of Clemson men now held prisoners to eight. These are Lt. Otis
Morgan, civil engineering '38; Lt.
H. M. Vassey, vocational agricultural education, '40; Capt. M. R.
Lawton. general science '40, Capt.
B. N. Skardon, general science,
'40; Capt. Henry D. Leitner, textile engineering '37; Lt. Scarborough and Lt. Crook; and Major
Wesley McCoy Platt, marine corps,
who was captured when Wake Island fell.
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Don Cossack Chorus Unabl
To Appear At Clemson Due
To Restrictions On Transportation
A. G. Yarbrough, '36,
Promoted To Major

Were Scheduled
To Sing Here
On January 21

12 Month Term
Seen Possible
By President

A. G. Yarbrough, general science
'36, has been promoted to the rank
of major in the Army. Major Yarbrough has been stationed at Camp
Gordon, Augusta, Ga.
While at Clemson, he
played
varsity football three years. The
new major was a resident of CoThe 1942-43
issue of Blue Key, lumbia and worked with the state
President Robert Franklin Poole
official directory of the college, and highway department before enter- today suggested the possibility of a
sponsored by Blue Key, national ing the service.
12 month college year for this inhonorary leadership
and service
stitution starting next June and at
fraternity, will be distributed to
the same time denied knowledge of
the corps tonight, Lee MUford, Jr.,
editor said.
any impending "taking over" of
This issue is dedicated to B. E.
Clemson College by the Army or
Godale,
associate
professor of
Navy.
dairying.
"Official knowledge here is that
It reads:
"For many years
neither the Army nor the Navy is
this school has basked in the
planning to take over Clemson,"
good fortune of a succession of
Dr. Poole stated, "but the War Degreat leaders, great educators,
partment will very likely call on
great humanitarians.
Clemson for some special services.
"None has been closer to the
We expect them to send some stucadets,
or more closely asso The first case reported of a fath- dents—we don't know how many—
ciated with cadet organization,
here for instruction. We may have
er and son who are both Clemson
than the man to whom this dito alter our curricula somewhat,
graduates now in the Armed forces but in the main, Clemson is alrectory is dedicated.
was revealed this week by Mrs. ready set to teach exactly those
"For his never failing interBoyce M. James, of Greenville, subjects the government wants"
est in Clemson
men, his loywhose husband, Colonel B. M. Jam- young men to take.
alty to Clemson
ideals, his
es, civil engineering 14, is in
contributions
to Clemson"s
"We are also looking forward to
North Africa and; and her son, the possibility of inaugurating the
greatness, we dedicate this pub1st Lieutenant B. M. James, Jr., quarter system," Poole went on,
lication to Big Ben Groodale."
Assisting
Milford in the pre- civil engineering '42, is stationed in "which means that a new school
paration of the Blue Key were C. the South Pacific.
year would start soon after the
G.. Balfour, H. A. Griswold, B. H.
Colonel James is an officer in current year ends in June. ThereHerlong, R. N. Monts, E. E. Reich, the Regular Army, having former- fore, I suggest that high school
J. A. Sadel, D. B. Syfrett,- and W. ly been stationed at Fort Lewis, seniors who plan to attend ClemH. Washington.
Wash., where he first on the bat- son start getting ready to embark
talion staff, and later promoted to upon their college careers almost
regimental supply officer. He is immedately after receiving their
now eligible for promotion- to brig- diplomas.
Gamma Alpha Mu
adier general, being stationed with
"Frankly, college officials don't
Receives Donation
amphibian troops in the North- Af- know much more about what is
campaign.
going to happen in the education
From S. K. Able/ '41 rican
Lieutenant James went on active world than anyone else," he conProfessor John Lane, of the Eng- duty in July, 1942, at Will Rogers cluded. "Our sum total of actual
lish department, has received his Field, Okla., and three weeks later knowledge amounts to the fact that
second donation for a Gamma Al- was promoted to the post of bat- most guesses going the rounds now
pha Mu pin within a week.
This talion adjutant in the branch of are only guesses and most rumors
one comes from Lieutenant S. K. the Engineering Crops assigned to are mere rumors. We don't know
Able, vocational agricultural edu- the Air Forces. After spending two whether Clemson will or will not
cation '42, of Saluda, who is now months there, he was promoted to adopt the quarter system in June,
the rank of 1st Lieutenant. He left but we are thinking about it and
stationed in the Pacific area.
Lt. Able, in a letter to Prof. for overseas duty on November 1st, taking steps that will enable us to
Lane, says,
"Stanley High,
of and was assigned to a post in the change over very quickly if necesReaders Digest, came over with South Pacific. Soon after arriving sary."
me. He certainly is a very inter- there, he was promoted to battalion
esting fellow to talk with. He is executive, a post normally assigned
doing an article on one of the Pa- to a major.
While at Clemson,
Lieutenant
cific Island groups.
"If the $15.00 I'm sending for James was a first sergeant, a comthe pin doesn't cover the cost of pany commander, and a member
it, let me know and I'll make up of the American Society of Civil
Engineers.
the difference.
"I got hold of an October issue
of The Tiger sometime in Decem- Zurburg Continues
ber, and it was just like a letter
from home. It had followed me Rubber Research
all the way from Texas."
Professor F. W. zurBurg, chemisDean S. B. Earle of the engitry professor, who is now at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute on a neering department, left Monday
year's leave of absence, is contin- for the Aberdeen Proving Ground,
uing his rubber research while in Aberdeen, Maryland, where he
there. Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun has was invited to attend a three day
a sample of rubber made from tour of the Ordnance installations.
•South Carolina goldenrod which j Deans and presidents of many
Professor zurBurg sent him. It prominent engineeirng schools were
invited by General J. S. Hatcher,
Measurements for army uniforms looks rather like a chunk of used War Department, Office of the
for all juniors in the advanced R. chewing gum floating in a jar of Chief of Ordnance, Washington,
O. T. c. course are
being taken water. At this time Dr. H. A. : D. C. The inspection will include
today and tmorrow, accrding
to Bernhardt is continuing his re- the Ordnance Replacement TrainSgt. Cannon, who is in charge of search on synthetic rubber here at i ing Center, the Ordnance School,
the quartermaster department here Clemson. Professor zurBurg may ' the Ordnance Officer Candidate
be back here next year.
at Clemson.
| School, and some of the activities
Said Cannon, "We are complet: of the Proving Center.
ing all measurements for uniforms Prof. Glenn Named
The proving ground is of special
now so that when we get the 'go
I importance to students and proahead' from the officials, we will To High ASCE Post
j fessors of mechanical engineering.
be able to make the
transformaProfessor H. E. Glenn, instructor ! Special methods of testing and
tion immediately."
Seniors in the advanced course in civil engineering here at Clem- ! training, both visual and otherwere measured for their khaki last son, was recently elected represen- I1 wise, are used and will be shown
tative of this district of the Amer- to the administrators making the
week.
ican Society of
Civil Engineers. i tour.
It is tentativelyl planned to inThe election took place at a conclude a conference on training
vention held in Columbia.
GREENE-WATSON
Professor Glenn has been an in- 1i methods and the use of training
• Lieutenant Roderick Mclver Watson, Jr., horticulture '37, of Ridge structor here for many years, am' aids in connection with military
Some
new
Springs and Fort
Jackson, was is one of the outstanding men in the j training activities.
married to Miss Edna Adele Greene field in this part of the country. I and special types of educational
of Rock Hill and Columbia at the His recent experiments using bam- i methods are being used at this
home of the bride's parents, Mr. boo for reinforcing concrete rathe*' | proving ground and the men in
and Mrs. Gilbert Henry Greene, in than steel have brought him na- I charge think it will be of interest
to some of the colleges.
tional recognition.
Rock Hill.

Father And Son
Both In Service
On Two Fronts

S. B. Earle Visits
Army Ordnance
Proving Ground

Juniors Being
Measured Today

Henry Simons Acts
JERRY WALD'S MUSIC TO ATTRACT LARGE CROWD
As Editor This Week

Artist Course Series
Committee Trying
To Get A Substitute
Originally scheduled for January 21, The General Platoff Don
Cossack Chorus will be unable to
come to Clemson due to lack of
transportation
facilities.
This
chorus was to be the third presentation of the Artist Course Series.
The committee for the series is
trying to get hold of a suitable
William J. Baird, dean of Berea
substitute,
the name and' date to
College of Bereas, Kentcky and
be announced in a later issue.
an executive of the Danforth
Fundation of St.. Louis Mt.ssouri,
• At the time of the cancellation
will be on the
campus next
of the contract, the Cossack Chorus
Monday, Tuesday and Wedneswas in the fifteenth successful
day. He is visiting Clemson in
year as a touring concert feature.
order to learn something of the
They have played in six contilife of the college cadet and his
nents, specializing in folk songs
association with the faculty.
and religious music of old RusWhile here, he will be the
sia. The entire program was to
guest of Professor
and Mrs..
have been, presented without musiFrancis M. Kinard.
cal accompaniment.
The other two presentations of
The Artist Course Series was
James Melton on October 28, and
Puccini's popular opera "La Boheme" on November 10.
Melton, a brilliant and versatile
leading tenor of the Metropolitan
Opera Company, was accepted by
his audience here as one of the
best liked singers in the vocal
world. His hearers will remember
that the encores were in many respects the high spots of the proThrough a Student War Loan gram. Clemson's chapter of Mu
Beta Psoi tapped Melton to honProgram wihch was enacted at orary membership during interClemson last October, more than mission.
"La Boheme" drew enthusiastic
$16,000 was placed at the disposal
of the business manager's office praise from more than two thousand music lovers. General opinfor loans to Clemson students in ion leaned toward Miss Susanne
various fields of engineering who
Fisher who played the role of
need financial assistance in order "Mimi" as giving the best perto graduate. So far, only a few
formance of the Charles L. Wagstudents have applied for this loan, ner production. Her first aria,
and Hamilton Hill, assistant busi- "My Name Is Mimi" displayed real
ness manager, urges everyone who
ability as a singer, and her death
is interested to contact h}m imscene was played with tenderness
mediately.
and beauty.
Armand Tokatyan
Students must agree in writing
brilliantly interpreted the role of
to engage for the duration of the
"Rudolph". His best aria will be
war in such employment or service
remembered as being "Thy Tiny
as may be assigned by the War
Hand Is Frozen."
Manpower Commission.
The agreement stipulates that
students will not be required to
pay either principle or interest on
loans while engaged in military
service. In the event that a student
is called to service before he graduates, all loan obligations will be
cancelled. Voluntary enlistment will
not cancel obligations. In the event
that a student is killed or permaThe promotion of First Lieutennently disabled, loan obligations ant Henry C. Coleman, animal
are cancelled.
husbandry '26, to the rank of captain was recently announced by
Colonel H. W. Huntley, post comBook Drive Gets
mander at Camp Butner, N. C.
Captain Coleman is chief of the
Under Way With
Camp Butner
training branch,
Officer, Army Emergency ReYMCA As Active Aid Area
lief Officer and Assistant Judge
The YMCA has begun to do its Advocate for the general court.
part in aiding in the 1943 book In Captain Coleman's own words,
campaign. Professor John Lane, he arrived at the new army trainof the English department, is ing center "with the first load of
bricks."
chairman of the campus drive.
After graduation from Clemson,
This national campaign, undertaken at the request of the Army Henry attended Cornell University
and Navy, has already resulted in to do graduate work in economics.
a few books being turned into Mr. Before entering the service in May
P. B. Holtbendorff, Jr., general 1942, he was manager of the Daysecretary of the YMCA, as well tona Beach Industrial Bank.
as to the college library.
The National Headquarters of
the YMCA has written Mr. Holtzendorff that text books in English,
foreign languages, mathematics,
chemistry, and dictionaries are
very much in demand.
Professor Lane says that he is
delighted in both the quality and
the quantity that have come, but
I won't hand out any great big
that he wants quality in preferchunks of free stuff.
ence to quantity.
—Hendricks
Like the YMCA, all other campus organizations are urged to
Pat him on the head.
join in the drive and participate.
—"Doc" Taylor

Student War Loan
Still Available
To Engineers

Grad Attains
Rank Of Captain

CD A Ready For Big Mui-Winters

Henry Simons, horticulture
'44 of Charleston, is acting editor of The Tiger for this issue.
Tom Jenkins, mechanical engineering '44 of Beaufort is in
BY JUDDO CHAPO
charge of the advertising, and
Friday
the fifth
of February
Jim Austell is again acting
marks the beginning of a momensports editor.
tous weekend.
Mid-Winters, proThe handling of all material,
mised to
be one of
the biggest
page make-up, selection, and
dances in
many years, will bring
general supervision for the isJerry Wald and his band to
the
sue were handled by Simons.
Clemson campus for the first time.
Ed Osborne was acting editor
Tom Stanley, president of the C.
last week and Francis M. Young
had his
junior staff
wa acting advertising manag- , D. A. has
working busily on the decorations
cr.
and from all indications, they will
This is the final issue to be
be out of this world. Dates will be
printed with the junior staff
housed in the field house and the
in charge. The entire senior
physics S building at nominal cost.
staff for 1943-44 will be namJackie Payne and Sunshine Allen are
ed in next week's issue, as well
furnishing the corsages. It i suggestas that of the new junior staff.

ed that you get your rder ino. early
and avoid having to explain why
you ain't got one.
With the gasoline situation such
as it is and pleasure riding curtailed, complications will be in the offing, but as long as they do not ration shoe leather or girls, the. field
house will be jammed to capacity
on February 5 and 6 to get rocked
by the Jerry Wald rhythm.
And speaking of Wald, he is the
up and coming leader of the year.
We heard him during the holidays
and for solid rhythm and five, you
cannot go wrong with Wald.
The dance roster has been post-

ed on the guard
room
bulk
board and is rapidly filling. It
advised that you get
that gi
s name on it as quickly as po.ssible.
Jerry and the band are now appearing in
the Panther Room o*
the Hotel Sherman
in Chicago
With him is Lillian Lane, who i;
a songstress from way back. Liilia.
is not only pretty to look at, but
the way she can put over a sons
something to write home about.
Rumor has it of course that by
the time Jerry Wald and the band
arrive we will all be in khaki bat
that is not
disturbing, it will

be difficult
at first will be jitterbugging in
GI
shoes,
but
with a small amount of practice,
| this obstacle can be overcome. And
don't let the fact
that you may
;
not be able to wear your new zoot
suit keep you away from the dance,
for we understand that at a very
slight cost, Uncle Sam will outfit
you with a zoot uniform, (this is
just a rumor, however.)
Seriusly
though, for a swell
time, swell musice and even swell
walking we urgently advise you to
! attend but with this
admonish! merit-walk, do not ride, hut do not
' miss Mid-Winters.

W. T. White, '17,
Visits Campus

Don't you "zee"?
-Godfrey

It looks like I talked myself ou
W. T. White, agronomy '17, was of giving you boys a quiz.
—Edwards
on the campus Tuesday. Mr. White
is General Industrial Agent for the
Sit tight; study hard.
Seaboard Railway. He interviewed
Dr. Poole
several members of the faculty on
subjects of importance to the railThe Tiger has never quoted me
ways, on which they are informed. correctly.
For once, Mr. White did not talk
—Holmes
to seniors about future positions
I
ain't
never
gonna
smile no
with his company, as most of the
seniors will be going in the Army more!
Sergt. Davis.
and Navy after graduation.
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NOTHING
By JUDSON CHAPIN

Lieutenant Preston B. Holtzendorff, III, general science '41, son
of Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, jr., general secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
announces that he is a proud father. A sen was born to him and
his wife, the former Miss Mary
Lou Bacson of Marietta,
South
Carolina. He has been
named
Preston Brooks Holtzendorff, IV.
While at Clemson Lieutenant Holtzendorff was a star on the swimming and ten ins teams, and his
senior year he was an officer.
Another proud father and Clemson man is Captain J. H. Woodward, Jr., general science '35, son
of Aiumni Secretary J. H. Woodward, of Clemson. Captain Wcodward telephoned his parents here
that his daughter was born Monday night. His wife is the former
Miss Susan Gibbs of Columbia,
South Carolina. He was an outstanding athlete in many sports
while at Clemson, and his senior
year he was
captain of the football team. Captain Woodward net
only excelled in athletics, but also
in scholastics.
Lieutenant Harold N. Webb, '39,
has arrived in North Africa, according to word received by his
wife, the former Miss Mary Sadler
of Hartwell, Georgia, and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Web • of
Bird Neck Point, Virginia Beach,
Virginia. Lieutenant Webb entered
the service immediately after graduation from Clemson and was first
stationed at Fort .Bragg, North
Carolina,
before being assigned
overseas duty.
Lieutenant John Pierce Kiser,
general science '42, was promoted
from second lieutenant to
first
lieutenant on December 21. He is
stationed at Camp Howze, Texas,
where he is an instructor in the
service' corps.
Robert Nyle Jackson, Jr., a. junior
in> architecture in 1941, of Gray
Court, South Carolina, has received his wings and commission as
a second lieutenant in the Army
Air Forces. His father was with
the A. E. F. in World War I.
Lieutenant Charles Bickley, textitle engineering '41, has been on
the campus for a short time this
week. He is on furlough visiting
his home in Pendleton, South Carolina. While at Clemson he was
on the baseball team. At present
he is stationed in Austin, Texas.

—that everybody at the 'Zoo"
—that P. M. Nance really told off
, hates
Roberts;
he
(Roberts) our bosom-buddy (like
a viper)
shouldn't have been such a heart Coble in the mess hall Monday.
—oscar says—
breaker.
—that Bill Camp don't have to
—oscar says—
—that Greenville and the "Zoo" worry about Citadel Coyotes anywere overrun with cadets last week- more. Now it's a former Clemson
end. Could have been the lack of day cadet attending the College of
transportation and the fact that Charleston.
—oscar says—
Winthrop ain't back yet.
—that speaking of the Citadel,
—-oscar says—
—that Winnie gave Josselson the the Wai Department did not clas'ole whip-off Sunday night for a sify "The Military College of Charfreshman!
leston" as a military institution at
—oscar says—
all.
He
(Oscar) has
always
—that he (oscar) is still curious known how much of a military colto know who Cornwell dated in lege the Citadel is, and he is glad
Florence Christmas.
General Marshall has finally seen
—oscar says—
the light.
—that from all reports Cornwell
—oscar says—
is afraid to tell, and he (Oscar)
—that he is wondering how
don't much blame him.
the race between" "Woooolf" Tup—oscar Says—
per and the slick freshman is pro*—that it looks as if Jackie has gressing. Maybe Sue just
can't
taken over again. Duncan ain't make up her mind.
gonna have Lucy up for Mid-Win—oscar says—•
ters.
—that Sergeant Gregory of the
—oscar says—
Commandant's staff spends a lot
—that Lucy ain't to be blamed, of Saturday nights in Anderson;
cause he (Oscar) couldn't stand maybe some day he will get a date.
more than one dance
week-end
—oscar says—
with Duncan either.
—that Hunter, Briggs and Clark
—oscar says—
looked like three kids outside a
—that Konduros stuck his neck candy shop over at the Zoo Saturout Sunday night, and next time day night. The three muscle men
he (Oscar) is gonna clip him.
watched the girls going by with
' —oscar say!,—
—that on second thought
he their tongues out at least a foot.
(Oscar) would like to date Becky, Maybe they, too, might some day
have a date.
too.

It is with the deepest regret and
forboding that we now herald final
exams. With the fateful
hours
still some week and a half away
the more persevering
are already
Member
«™««INTIO «O» «A™««I »OV«»TI«IN« »T
beginning to burn the midnight
Associated Cblle&ide Press National Advertising Service, Inc.
oil in preparation for the final ofCollege Publishers Representative
fensive.
Distributor of
,
YORK. N. t.
420
At home Mom and Dad are anxiCHICA80 • SOfTOn • LOft AMKtt * 8*H F.ABCIICO
ously awaiting the final
outcome,
some with optomism in their hearts,
some crushed with defeat before
the battle begins.
Shown above seated at the big desk is Dr. F. H. H. CalRichard L. Breeland
'.
....:.. .Editor
Some of us are already formulathoun, dean of the school of chemistry. This picture
ing excuses for a low grade or a
T. Kenneth Cribb
.......
Co-Editor failure, I think I would be safe in
was taken in 1917, when Dr. Calhoun had his office in
saying that many of us are having
the old agriculture building which burned in 1924. This
a most difficult time finding an exis one of a series of old pictures taken around the
J. Bonner Manly
Managing-Editor cuse that we have not already used
campus from twenty to thirty years ago.
before. "The prof did not like me,"
is
an
old
standby,
but
sadly
out
Robert B. Moise
Sports Editor
ri-**tt**+*n>*jt»*+t*r»*+*t+*+i
moded.
Judson F. Chapin
Feature Editor World conditions will afford many
of us an excellent excuse for not
R.- G. Hufford
Staff Photographer hitting the books. "Huh! Why should
I study when I may not be around
much longer," or words to that
effect are now fully in the wind.
Carl R. Duncan
Business Manager It
sounds good and it surely seems
to justify our loafing, but like the
proverbial sieve
it does ot hold
Stiles Stribling
Radio Editor water.
Then too there are some of us
B. A. Chestochowski
Associate Sports Editor who will spend countless hours devising methods for obtaining in—oscar gays—
-^oscar says—
E. D. Lang
Associate Sports Editor formation during an exam through
M..-...
—that our own little FBI (the
—that the dance joster is filling
unethical means. Notes can be conup mighty fast and Mid-Winters Senior Council) really filled up
We still don't know what's going to happen to us.
cealed in most anything from a
oughta be a hellava big week-end. Alcatraz with gamblers. He (Oscar)
wrist watch to the heel of ones
But that's practically nothing.
was afraid that if they kept bat—oscar says—
shoe. I hate to be discouraging, but
—that if it ain't, it won't be for ting out those thirty-day sentenNeither does Or. Poole, Colonel Pool, the Secretary of
the lack of good music, cause Jer- ces Monday night they would run
Dr. Poole has returned from Washington, where he it seems to me that if those dili- the War, the Secretary of the Navy, nor anybody else.
gent individuals spent half
the
out of alphabet letters and have to
ry Wald is plenty good.
talked with high ranking Army officials, and he still has time studying as he did plotting and
Unless it's the President.
—oscar says—
find a new way to number the case
no definite information on the status of Clemson stu- coniving, he would pass, (well, now
—that he (Oscar) suggests that histories.
And he ain't talking.
—oscar says—
Ph D Copeland take in Limestone
that I have talked myself into it,
dents.
All of which leaves us in the same relative position
—that he wonders which window
and cash in on his title.
a guess I will
have to get rid of we were in before Christmas.
Speaking to students in the mess hall at the dinner all my skinners. Never will learn to
Orahood went out of. He certainly
—oscar says—
—that Anderson College is about didn't pass him (Oscar). And a
Which would be all right excepV that we aren't at all
hour Tuesday, Clemson's president had this to say:
keep my mouth shut!)
the speed for Ph D's ole
lady, royal flush he had to leave, too.
sure just what position we were in before Christmas.
NOW VOYAGER
For Clemson Cadets:
—oscar says—
Quill.
I have an uncle who was in the
Confusing,
isn't
it.
It would be as pleasant for me as for you if I had in my
—that the military situation is
—oscar says—
navy during the last war. Like all
We thought last week that ev—that Rogers' Rangers sent off turned topsy-turvy
possession facts outlining the course you are destined to follow in
when a lieuthe other young Americans he was erything was practically settled.
a $140 order for keys last week,
tenant dates
a Colonel. It has
the war effort. I do not have definite information at this time
fear from the Russian commungoing to fight to make the world
—oscar says—
come to pass though, and the parand I do not believe anyone does.
We were told that if Clemson ists or from any other national or
safe for the democrats. With vis—that he (Oscar)
is seriously ties concerned are Lt. Deal of the
Necessity and wlsfeom prompt changes in progressive moveions of himself blasting away at was chosen as one of a number of international group.
thinking of making application for Signal Corps and Colonel (Cadet)
ments and I believe that the leadership of our armed forces is
Ben thinks that the Russians are
the Germans behind a sixteen inch ERC schools; that things would be
one.
Wylene Pool.
striving to prepare men for the tasks ahead. Leaders of both the
handled
thus
and
so.
as
fine
as
any
people
in
the
world.
gun, my Unk rushed to the nearest
—oscar Bays—
—oscar says—
Army and Navy agree when they advise students to remain in
Right
now,
he
says,
they
don't
trust
We
were
also
told
that
there
was
—that
some
of
these
clubs
wish
naval recruiting station. After the
—that he (oscar) is wondering
college until they are called into service. College men are needus too much, but then we can't
not
the
slightest
chance
of
Clemthey could get these boys to pay why Schaffer of the Signal Corps.
usual questions and physical exed and wanted as officers and leaders. Whether you are freshmen
expect too much with our attitude
their Taps space as quickly as they hasn't
been pooled on account'a
aminations and, so fprth, he was son's not being chosen.
or seniors most of you possess the qualities of potential officers
toward them. The Russians will
Yet
Tuesday,
in
a
mess
hall
adpay for keys.
| his brand new Sergeant's stripes.
finally in and was raring to go.
base
their
attitude
toward
us
on
but before reaching the grade of a commissioned officer you must
"What battleship do I go on?" ne dress, Dr. Poole said, "There is no our attitude toward them. If we
work diligently. The College Administration has placed faith in
asked enthusiastically. Battleship V evidence and very little likelihood
send them help and lots of it now
the promises made by the leaders of our armed services and has
A few days later Unk found him- that Clemson will be taken over by when they need it badly, we will
attempted to advise you wisely. I have a feeling that you will rethe
army."
self patroling the submarine net in
ceive due consideration for any patriotic move you have made.
About all you can do now is 'sit reap the benefits when we prepare
New York harbor on a converted,
to win the peace.
There is no evidence and not much likelihood that the college
tight
and listen to rumors.
small yacht. The humiliation of it
Although he would not venture
will be taken over by the Army or the Navy. We may be asked to
CLEMSON'S
ROBERTSON
all. He had been given no, training
By F. X. WALLACE
the restrictions were brought about
offer special courses wtircn are not unlike the work now being
Clemson's Ben Robertson has re- a prediction as to the length of the
and
now
here
he
was
playing
nurse
RAMBLING:
because the Army had failed to
Jan. 8, 1943.
war, Ben thinks the United Nations
offered by the instiution. We may find it advantageous to make
turned
to
the
campus—he
has
remaid to a submarine net. It was
Well, the weary wanderer has certify the Citadel as a military
certain changes and if so I can assure you that the college is
turrkd from Egypt, India, Persia, are now in position to strike and Dear Tom—
there that he stayed until the war
Nothing pleases me more, after returned and is now back on the institution."
fully capable of doing many things which are essential in fighting
China, Russia and parts unknown. strike hard. "We have paid with
was over. The only excitement he
Well, tsk, tsk . . . That's, what
a
long
cruise than to find a "Tiger" job once again. Naturally it was
sweat,
and
now
we're
going
to
have
Professor John Lane, who ' has
the war.
wonderful
Christmas, even we've been telling them down at
had, when he returned from a leave been associated with Ben for years to pay with blood and tears."
in my mail Ccept that girl's letter). a
Freshmen and Sophomores may yet receive valuable training
No kidding
to find that his yacht had been and years both as a very close CLASS CUT SYSTEM
Of course, there aren't near so though we did spend half of it in the office for years.
before they are given a chance to fight. Many of you may be
cut in two by a Norwegian freigh- friend and a literary adviser, asked
We have written just about all many Clemsonians on this coast bed. And of course we got lots though, that's the hottest thing
allowed to continue in college if you do not lose your perspecter. They soon patched it up and some of The Tiger boys out the oth- we're going to write about the as on the other (and points be- and lots of nice present . . . Ah, we've seen in years. And the paytive and sense of direction. If you maintain a defeatist attitude
back he went patrolling New York er night to talk to Ben.
stringent class attendance regula- yond), but I do run across a Tiger yes, let's see: There were some off is that Clemson had no trouand cannot overcome its effects you cannot serve your country efblack sox and some black sox ble whatsoever in getting classiharbor.
We sat around the room, Ben tions that were placed on us this occasionally. Chippy Moore and and to add a little variety, some
fectively. It is my hope that everyone of you will base your
fied as a military institution . . .
Ray Boswell were with me for
Soon after the Armistice
was Professor Lane, and the boys.
semester.
attitude on a sincere willingness to meet every task with courage,
signed, he got his big chance. He
We had hoped that we could get awhile but were transferred. Upon black sox. Don't know why our Now let's hear a peep out of the
Ben talked in the easiest, frankfortitude and perseverence. If you do this we shall be made proud
was asigned to a freighter carrying est style that we've heard in a some revision before next semester. bumping into Atwell Somerville on relatives think that the only "gentlemen of the Citadel."
of your part and achievement in this war.
animals and trucks to Bordeaux, good while.
We may stlil get some action, a Pacific island not long ago, I thing we can use here is black
We should realize that successes and failures in this war will
France.
Unk
had
never
been
on
a
but
there is little possibility of re- learned that he and Sam Hasel sox. But then we're thinking se- YARN OF THE WEEK
He
talked
a
great
deal
about
the
determine the placement of the nation's man power. I hope that
were, flying "down under,"
Bill riously of sending them back and
vision.
big
ship
before
and
to
his
delihgt
Once again we think that we've
Russians,
because
he
was
in
Rusthe R. O. T. C. will continue and that more officers will be deexchanging them for khaki. All
Hunter
is
a
flying
Marine
these
The
Board
listened
to
our
critior
dismay
found
out
that
none
of
sia last summer when the Rushit paydirt as far as yarns are
veloped through its training program. That is not an impossible
of
which
reminds
us
that
no
one
cisms of their system, to our pro- days and is doing a nice job also.
the rest of the crew had
been sians "saved the world."
concerned. Of course we've had to
hope. Those in the Enlisted Reserve have not yet been called into
I'd like to see a list of all grads seems to know just what is going modify it a little for very obvious
either.
He told us many of the same in- posed system, but they listened
service. It may yet be possible for our R. O. T. C. students to be
to happen around here.
No one
now
serving
in
the
Navy;
for,
we
with
their
tongues
in
their
cheeks.
Several
days
out
misfortune
began
cidents that he discussed in chapel
reasons which you'll soon see. And
screened for officer material or selected for occupational training
For the record, we will mention are often in the same convoy or in authority will commit him- also for very obvious reasons we
to overtake them. The radio went Monday night. Then he got down
without leaving the college.
self.
force
but
don't
know
it
till
it's
the
outstanding
features
of
the
dead and could
not be fixed for to business.
won't mention any names because
I hope that definite information may be available soon but in
too late fcr a grand reunion, as
In last week's issue, Chapin told friends of ours are involved.—We're
some time. The next day a terrific
We asked him about the peace proposed system once more.
the meantime you should be wise and smart men and work
was
the
case
of
our
friend
"Dusty"
of
several
things
that
happened
We proposed a class attendance
storm overtook them and the ship and about the world after the war.
diligently to maintain a sane balance.
many up in New York City with re- not mentioning any names not only
was tossed about like a chip of We asked him particularly about system based on a sliding grade- Rhodes. He along with
more
have
really
done
a
fine
job gard to the Clemson uniform. because friends of ours are involvpoint ratio scale. For juniors and
ed, but because it's a good policy
So there's nothing definite as yet. It would appear wood. Unk was in the wheel house Russia after the war.
out
here.
Well, here's something that hapwith three other boys
trying to
He said that the United States seniors above the 6.5 mark, we recthat the information handed out by Colonel Pool last hold
Major Farr's parting editorial im- pened to us up there in the in yarns of this type not to.
down the wheel. Whenever a had one chance to spread her idea ommended unlimited cuts; juniors
It seems as though two fellows
week was at least premature, and possibly completely er- wave hit them and knocked them of democracy over the world aft- and seniors between 5 and 6.5, two pressed me very much, and liking same neck of the woods, but Cha- were
over in Greenville the other
oratory as I do, I would like to pin didn't write it up — because
roneous. Dr. Poole's information would indicate that there to port, they all jumped on the er the last war. He said that now weeks of cuts; between 3 and 5, one have
night, and as things were very dull
heard him deliver it in his Chapin hasn't heard it.
The
week
of
cuts,
and
under
3,
5
cuts.
wheel and hauled it as far to star- it seems that we will get another,
is nothing m the way of immediate plans known.
own oratorical manner.
It was story goes along something like they decided to "pick up" some
board as it would go. Well, the because England saved the world For sophomores with a ratio over
gals. And they figured that the
We do not mean to imply that Coy. Pool deliberately donkey steering engine which con- once, Russia again, and now "we five, we recommended one week of a challenge fcr us all, both now and this:
best place to effect such a "pick
after
the
fracas.
cuts;
under
5,
5
cuts.
For
freshmislead Clemson students. Such a conclusion would be trols the rudder took about all of are winning the war."
When we were coming back, we up" was the bus station. So off
My being a Diesel Engineering
men,
we
recommended
five
cuts.
called a taxi to take us to the they went, light in heart and mind.
that it was able and then with a
Here as we understood him, is
absolutely idiotic and totally without logical foundation.
Our personal impression is that Officer is quite a jump from the station, and when the taxi arcough and a gasp, gave up the what Ben really thinks we must
Upon arriving at the bus station
agronomic
training
that
I
received
The simple fact is that the War Department is a hope- ghost.
do about the peace that is to come. the board individually and collect- from "Lord Collings" and his co- rived, odly enough the driver had they immediately saw what looked
less muddle of orders and counter-orders, and probably There they were, hopelessly lost.
Americans absolutely must be ively favors a system allowing no horts. But as "Big Ben" used to gone to high school with us. His first like a likely prospect, so they startquery was, "What're you in?"
nobody outside the President knows exactly what is to After riding the waves for some willing to stay abroad and fight cuts at all.
The most surprising thing to me, say—"you never can tell who'll be Well, so many people had asked us ed towards their objective. When
days, they managed to get the rud- for the universal spreading of the
about halfway there, they were inhappen.
a
farmer
or
a
preacher."
At
any
the same thing and we had just tercepted by a third party who told
der fixed but the radio was still democratic, American way of life. after that interview with the Board
I'm beginning to- really like
Colonel Pool acted in the student interest. It now dead. They had no idea where they The Russians today are fighting Monday, is that we have any cuts rate
about reached the tip of the limit, them that he had been watching
the Navy and hope to be able to
appears that his information was without the proper were as it seemed that somehow for an idear-an idea that is to bring at all.
tell of my "Shellback" days after so we replied, "The horse marines." them and knew what they had in
SPECIAL
. . . And since boots were being
they did not have
a navigator. a more abundant life to them all.
backing.
it's all over.
mind, but as a friend he felt it
worn,
it fitted into the scheme of
Cadet of the Week: Jim Tupper,
They drifted
ad drifted.
A few We know that our idea, our sysI'd like to thank The Tiger staff,
his duty to tell them that that
To sum it all up, nobody knows anything.
days later they sighted
a ship tem is the better of the two. If the Summerville boy about whom Mr. Holtzy and "Y" and all eth- things very nicely. But the fel- particular person was
a streetAs soon as something is known, we'll let you in on it. steamig in the same direction they we reform our own system, if we we wrote several issues ago, who, ers who make it possible for us low was undaunted at the reply walker from way back. Our two
were. It was decided that she are willing to fight for that idea I at long last, has also gotten a pic- away from the states to read the and he further questioned, "Where heroes thanked him and
didn't
must be going to some French" port, over the world, we have nothing to ture of Sue.
news of our Alma Mater—"A are you stationed?" Our answer bother going any further.
was,
"Well,
we've
just
come
back
so they followed her. Five days latGREAT CLEMSON,
GROWING
About an hour later they were
from China, but I'm sorry I can't
er the radio was repaired and they
GREATER."
strolling around uptown and they
tell
you
where
I'm
going
now.
Sincerely,
girl
Late in October The Tiger carried a front page story contacted the ship up ahead. Yep!
Military secret, you know." . . . encountered the very same
guessed it, she was headed
R. L. Stoddard, '41,
with two fellows; one on each arm.
announcing that the government had granted some $16,000 You
At
that,
my
father,
who
has
absor
U. S. S. Long Island,
back to New York.
lutely no hope for me now, nearly So they decided that they would
to Clemson for loans to students in the junior and senior Well, finally they found
Care P. M.,
the
fell off the seat. He's positive his put those two fellows in the know
classes enrolled in one of the various fields of engineering. course and after a" total trip of some
San Francisco, Calif.
son is doomed to the very depths about said gal.—One of our heroes
38
days
managed
to
reach
their
desSince that time, the Business Manager's office reBY CLEMSON'S MEN IN THE SERVICES
of hell. . . The lad continued, went boldly up to one of the felhere at the same time were there. "What do those buttons on your lows and called him to one side
ports, less than forty engineering students have availed sense in going in the first place,
tination. There was really not much
and the ensuing conversation went
Guy Tarrant is in the Solomons. shoulder mean—an officer?"
to
add
to
the
others
and,
by
the
Dear
Mr.
Holtzy:
themselves of the opportunity to borrow money.
for all they did was unload the
something like this:
Congratulations to the Team for
"Yes—a
captain."
way,
I
have
never
seen
my
name
I
noticed
that
you
are
wanting
But students are still dropping out of the engineer- truck on the dock and leave them
"Look here buddy—You with that
the two most important victories
"Wow, you've gone up fast."
in
print.
ing schools, although m small numbers, and are still giv- there. The cattle? Oh, they were information on Robert Francis
in the mind of every Clemson man.
"Yes," said I, "but then they gal?"
Captain
Elmore
G.
Lawton,
126
all washed overboard during the Scott, who finished Clemson in the South Royal St., De Ridder, La. I saw the V. M. I. mud battle and have rapid advancement in the
"Yes, why?"
ing financial difficulty as their reason for leaving school.
of 1936.
"Well I just thought I'd let you
He and I got together several saw Frank Howard, Josh Cody, corps. Of course, I had a lucky
It seems that the loan idea was not properly under- storm as their stalls were built on Class
Please be advised that I receivthe decks.
times last year when we were both Uncle Jake, Joe Sherman, Prof. break since my captain's horse know as a friend that she's got a
stood.
Unk says that he hopes my war ed a letter approximately six or stationed at Fort Belvoir.
Freeman, and several others there. was shot out from under him up reputation for being a street-walkeight
weeks
ago
from
Major
Scott
The agreement stipulates that students will not be experiences are more exciting than
By the way, all of the Lawtons in Manchuria and, poor chap, he er from way back."
Maj. R. F. Scott, U. S. Marine
stating
that
he
was
on
Johnson
IsWith that all hell broke loose
required to pay either principle or interest on loans while his, for as he says, quote, Isn't that
Unit No. 400, care Postmaster, San are in the Army or Marines now. didn't live long afterwards . . .
in the South Pacific. His ad- Francisco, Calif.
Francis and Elmore '33, Streak '37, And being the next highest ranking and the fellow exploded, "Why you
they are engaged in military service. In the event that a a hell of a thing to have to tell land
dress is as follows: Major R. F.
your grand children! Unquote.
officer, I was elevated to the tem- lousey blankety blank, that's my
Bob has been stationed at John- Crawford '40.
student is called to active service before he graduates,
Scott, United States Marine Corps,
wife."
Give my regards to Tillie, Holtzy porary rank of captain."
ston
Island
for
a
year
(completely
all loan obligations will be cancelled.
You don't have to go down to Unit No. 995, care The Postmaster,
The fellow wanted to fight, but
and Paul.
Well sir, he was eating it up with
away
from
civilization,
not
even
a
Voluntary enlistment (now a thing of the dark past) the five and ten, Dr. Geise said, to San Francosco.
John D. Scott, Capt. C. of E. a silver spoon, and by the time we this was quickly avoided when our
blade
of
grass
there,
says
he)
but
I trust that this is the inforget face powder if you do as the
Area Engineer,
hit the station he thought I was hero bluffed his way through by
will not cancel obligations.
has recently been in Pearl Harbor,
Roman girls did. All you have to mation you desire.
Camp Pickett,
the greatest guy that ever drew a telling his adversary that he was
In event that a student is killed or disabled, loan do is go down into your cellar,
hence his new address. He called
H. D. Nottingham,
Blackstone, Va.
breath of fresh air. And with Southern Conference boxing champ
Major, Corps of Engineers, Mother on the trans-Pacific phone
obligations are cancelled.
open up a can of white lead and
that we left him ... So now we and if he wanted to fight to come
the other night. His last stay in the
Area
Engineer,
There remains a sizeable sum in the Business Man- then rub it over your face. If
have a standard answer for all on. Needless to say that the fight
States was in August, 1940. You will Dear Mr. Holtzy:
Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
You have no idea how much I questions as to where we are and was fanned
at the plate
so to
ager's office awaiting loan. Students who find themselves that doesn't suit you, smash up
also notice the new rank of Maj.
speak.
of little sister's blackboard
short should take advantage of the opportunity to borrow some
attained in August. That is pretty have enjoyed The Tiger you have what we are.
chalk and rub it over your face. Dear Mr. Holtzy:
good for my kid brother (younger sent me. Many thanks for them.
naoney and remain in school.
I have received several copies of
INFO:
Please change my address so they
The Romans used both.
FLASH:
Latest information or, plans for Clemson's two upper The college girls who appear in the News Letter along with The by three years).
won't have to go to Avon Park, Fla.
Getting back to the present,
For everyone's information, Merf
Colonel Trescott was here for a
Just a line to let you know what here's a little article that appeared and Charlie say they can prove
classes cast grave doubts on the generally accepted order dpen-toed ■ shoes from which pro- Tiger and wish to express my appreciation
for
both
of
them.
I
am
doing
here.
I
am
Asst.
Post
trude toenails lusciously
covered
short while and his outfit pulled
in Monday's Greenville News. It that they aren't the ones that spent
of procedure as outlined in chapel a short time ago.
Some of iriy friends have moved out suddenly and a few weeks later Engineer in charge of the Over- seems as though the Citadel has the night in the Anderson County
red paint have nothing on the
Until something really definite is announced, The with
head Elec. Distribution System.
been having trouble getting food jail last Saturday.
Roman lasises. It was
common so much that about the only way I
Tiger feels that students will be making a grave mistake practice no', only to paint the fin- have of keeping track of them is the works started in North Africa;
Lt. WiUiam Neil Copeland,
and herewith we quote the rea"Must've been two other guys",
it
is
believed
that
they
were
along.
son:
A A F T S
to drop out of school from any class.
gernails but also the toenails all through the Letter and, too, I have
said these two fine characters when
Gulf port, ' Miss.
some addresses that you might like 1 One or two other outfits that left
"The OPA officials stated that asked.
shades of the rainbow.
If money is the problem, here's the answer.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C.
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THREE

Deacons Defeat Tigers 71 To 56
Hawk Craig Tops
Scoring To Star
In Tigs Defeat

Dots And Dashes
About Basketballers

These professional sports scribes have hit upon a
rather good idea. Having harped for several weeks about
the sports scene being so dead after the football season With basketball in the sports
ended, some of the smart writers began to publish some spotlight, Clemson's Tigers are a
name in the Southern Conferof the interesting letters they had been receiving from big
ence. The Tigers are starting the
former athletic greats who are now in Uncle Sam's Army. season with seven seniors and sevThough it was probably started to fill up space, it proved eral veterans. For the first time in
to be very interesting, and now practically every sports quite .a few years, Clemson has
column we happen to glance at is almost entirely com- freshmen on the roster of their
basketball team. Several boys came
posed of letters.
back from the holidays early and
My, but we wish were lucky enough to find some of have been working hard ever since.
these letters in our box. Not that we want them to fill up The men who reported for early
space—we can always find something around the old place practice are:
to scribble about—but we would really like to hear from Bob Moise, captain and guard.
some of former Clemson athletes that are now playing the Moise saw considerable service as
biggest game of all and we know the other cadets would a soph. A severe leg injury benched him after the first few games
enjoy hearing from their former idols.
year, and he, remained out
It is true that a lot of Tiger performers were no gen- last
for • the remainder of the season.
iuses when it came to books and classes but we can re- He is primarily a team man, leadmember only a few that couldn't write.
ing the defensive play of the team,
and is a good shot from the court
THEY COUXD BE "ON THE BALL'
Walt Sears, alternate capOur basketball boys have proven that they can really
tain and guard. Sears is small but
be "on the ball," but the trouble Is they just haven't
amazingly quick and fast. He was
stayed "on the ball" long enough at one time. The
the kingpin around which last
first ten or fifteen minutes of last Friday night's game
year's skeleton team worked. A
fine feeder for the rest of the
with N. C. State our boys were a real basketball team
team, he does most of the ball
and we were resting easy, confident of a sure victory.
handling and floor work. Always
But instead of taking advantage of the eight point
a scrapper, Sears, who hails from
lead they had racked vip and rushing the opponent
Lynn, Massachusetts, also has his
"hot" nights at the basket, having
until they "blew up," our boys reversed the procedure
racked up over twenty points
and seemed to go wild themselves. Late in the first
against Purman in the Purples'
half the Clemson second team allowed the Red Terrors
midget gym last year
"Stick"
to gain a small lead which Coach Norman's men were
Riley, letterman center. Riley is
never able to overcome.
the only tall man on the Bengal
"Hawk Craig," substituting for Frank Hill, who is roster, reaching the ether with six
out with an injured hand, has definitely hit his old stride feet and seven inches. He took
over when big Bill Chipley left to
of two seasons ago when he was one of the conference's join
the Navy at mid season last
top scorers. "Stick" Riley seemed to try just a little too year. The lanky Mr. Riley will
hard and could never quite get his bearings after the end have to get more than his share
of the second half. Moise was the spark of the defense of the rebounds due to the lack of
height among his mates. He led
and the defense held the Terrors down until the latter the
scoring against Erskine with
part of the game. Freeny was a threat all the way through ten points
"Hawk" Craig,
with his spectacular shooting.
letterman forward. Craig is the
best shot on the Tiger roster. He
POOR SPORTSMANSHIP
is dangerous from close or long
The very common act of "booing" several decisions of
range, being one of the surest long
the officials was entirely uncalled for and it is such
shot artists in the conference. Two
things as this that leave a bad mark on Clemson's
years ago as a soph, Craig wound
up the season second in scoring
reputation. All officials of our basketball games are
only to "Gorgeous
George" Glammembers of an officials' conference and are, well trained
ack, t h eN All-American "Blind
as to their duties and knowledge of the rules. The
Bomber" from North Carolina. . . .
coaches of each team agree on the officials before each
Wes Freeny, forward. Freeny,
game. If these officials were not sincere in their destrictly a southerner although he
hails from the no-mans-land of
cisions they would not last very long as Southern ConMaryland, has seen two seasons as
ference officials. Of course, it is natural for them
a reserve. Small but aggressive,
to make mistakes sometimes — we all do that—but
he is an accurate shot from
they usually know when they make one, and it is not
almost any medium distance. Freeny is exceptionally good on reour place to tell them. As for it being a help to us in
bounds considering his height and
the game to rag the officials is purely out of the quesis a better-than-average floor man
tion. A referee will come a lot more nearer to giving
Frank Hill, letterman forus the benefit of the doubt if we are on his side and
ward. Hill is the shortest of all
show enough sportsmanship to get him on our side.
the Bengals. He is another man
who gets more than his share of
FRESHMEN MAKE HISTORY
rebounds and fights hard for free
For the first time in over twenty years freshmen are
participating in varsity athletics at Clemson.
The two
freshmen, Hendrix and Hochella, who played in the State
game have the unique distinction of being the first freshmen in this long while to enter a varsity game in a Tiger
Editor's Note: Contradicting the
uniform. And well worthy of this distinction were these
common opinion that few athletes
boys, because it wasn't very long until the spectators be- are successful after leaving college
to inform the cadets of former
gan noticing the swell game these boys were playing and .and
Clemson athletes. The Tiger is pubbegan asking the question, "Are these boys really fresh- lishing this series of articles on
men?" There are three freshmen on the squad; Frank athletic alumni.
CLAUDE M. DOUTHIT
Gelespie being the other, but at this writing Frank has
Claude Douthit, mechanical and
seen no action.
electrical engineering '02, has made
WHAT'S WRONG WITH OUR A & R OFFICERS?
one of the greatest professional
A couple weeks ago we tried to stress the importsuccesses of all former Clemson
athletes.
ance of intramural sports and the benefit of more cadets
While at Clemson, he was an
taking part in athletics but there seems to have been
outstanding football player and
no increase in the number of boys taking any type of
was fullback on Clemson's only
exercise. The only exercise most of the cadets receive
undefeated and untied team, the
team of 1900. He played fullback
is the two hours a week drill and walking to and from
on offensive and tackle on declasses.
fense. He played four years of
From the way we see it the company A & R officers
varsity ball, beginning in 1898
could be a big help in remedying this and could be doand being captain his senior year,
1901. He was a studious cadet
ing a little more of their duty which some of them are
and made good marks.
neglecting almost entirely. Some of these officers that
After graduation he accepted a
are supposed to be promoting athletics in their composition with the Buckeye Cotton
, pany, can be seen every afternoon with their teams on
Oil Company, where he received
promotions very rapidly and in a
the playing field and they are doing a good job, but
few years was vice president. While
there are so many others that consider their duty done
holding this position he organized
when they announce at a formation that their team
the American Hyde and Leather
will meet another team that afternoon and for all the
Company of Boston and New York
players to be sure and be present. That is the last seen
and of which he is now head of.
"Uncle" Jake Woodward, who
of them until that night when they ask some player
how the agme came out. We would like to see the
A & R officers doing more for intramurals, for in so
doing they would be doing a big favor for the boys
that are going in the service.
ODDS 'N ENDS: Athletic Director Frank Howard
hails from Darlow Bend, Alabama, a small town of only
a few hundred population . . . Clemson's field house was
started when James Gee was athletic director around the
year 1927.

balls. Possessed of remarkable endurance, Hill never lets down for
a second and has developed into a
good shot both under the net and
from medium range. .... .Homer
Coker, forward. The youngest of
the baseball playing Cokers of Turbeville, S. C. (His oldest brother,
Ray, was captain and pitcher for
the Bengal nine, while another
brother, Larry, who finished last
year, caught for the Tiger team) is
one of the most improved players
on the squad. Not sensational but
steady, Coker plays a smart game
on the court and should see considerable service
Pete Lambrakos, letterman guard. Lambrakos is a crack shot and is exceptionally fast. He saw a good
deal of service last season and
turned in several outstanding performances. The little rpeedster
from Charleston has been slow to
round into shape because of a
slight leg injury but should be
ready to go ... . "Chip". Clark,
center and forward.
Clark is
the next man to Riley in height,
standing about six feet two
inches. The scrappy Tiger gridster may be used in either position as the need arises. He is developing into a tricky shotmaker,
being a clever faker from the
pivot spot. Clark's height should
make him a valuable man against
some of the inevitable tall teams
the Tigers will face
Jim
Shaw, center. Shaw is a sophomore who hails from Georgia. He
is tall and of a slender build. His
most consistent shot is a onehanded heave from almost any position which has a surprising habit
of going through the hoop. With
experience, he should see service
Frank Gillespie, guard.
Gillespie is a second semester freshman and should see considerable
action this season. Short but sturdy, he was a standout as a guard on
this year's frosh grid aggregation.
A sure shot from the court, Gillespie is a valuable floor man, being
one of the best "ball hawks" on
the squad. .,
Hendrix, forward.
Hendrix is a freshman and is one
of the tallest men on the squad.
This youngster from Greer, S. C.
uses his height to great advantage
under the basket and is a consistant shotmaker from close in. With
a little experience, he should prove
to be a valuable man to the Normanites.
Others who were unable to report early were "Butch" Butler, a
guard and a long shot artist; J. D.
Hutto, a forward and good floor
man; as well as several other squadmen who had been practicing regulaily before the vacation.

Athletic Alummhas seen many Clemson athletes,
says that Claude is one of the
greatest football players to ever
attend Clemson.
ERWIN FINLEY GETTYS
E. F. Gettys, agriculture education '21, has followed a very unusual life for a former Clemson
man to have studied agriculture
and to have been an athlete, but
he is proof that athletes are no
different from other people.
"Red," as he was called by his
friends, was an outstanding athlete as center on the football team.
He was very popular among the
cadets and was an excellent student.
After graduation "Red" went to
ministerial school to prepare himself for the ministry. After completion of this training he became
an active preacher and has remained in that capacity.
He is now superintendent and
treasurer of the John de la Howe
school for the underprivileged in
McCormick, S. C, and has been
praised highly for the work he is
doing and has done there.
He
has managed to send several boys
to Clemson and among them have
been popular athletes.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

Tigers Unable To
Stop Powerful Deacs
After First Period
Clemson's Tiger basketball team
suffered their second defeat or
the season Tuesday night in the
Clemson field house when the
Demon Deacons from Wake Forest handed them a 71 to 56 defeat.
The game was fast from start
to finish with continuous scoring
and speedy floor work on the part
of both teams. There was never
a big difference in the two teams
score during the first half; the
largest lead being near the middle
of the period when the Deacons
rang up a nine point lead in about
as many minutes.
The lead
changed hands several times during the early part of the game.
Coming back at the half with a
26 to* 33 lead Wake Forest turned
on the steam and in a few minutes had a comfortable lead that
they retained the remainder of
the game. The second period was
entirely different from the first.
"Hawk" Craig starred for the
loosers and was high scorer of the
game with a total of 24 points,
while Mitchell, forward, was the
spark of the North Carolinians,
and ran a close second in the scoring with a total of 22 total points.
Berger, Wake Forest forward, was
third in scoring honors with 16
points. Captain Bob Moise and
Wes Freeny bore the brunt of the
feated 71- to 56. Other Clemson men in
Clemson's stellar Walt Sears goes up
floor work for the Tigers and
the picture are Riley and Lambrakos.
after a rebound in the Wake Forest
were ably assisted on defense by
guard, Sears, and center, Riley.
game in which The Tigers were deNext game on the Bengal's
is P. C, Thursday night
Arthur Rollins, was injured and schedule
was forced to leave the game tem- at Clinton.
porarily. The game was see-sawed back and forth until the last F-l team were Salmona and Blakminute of the contest when Pete ney who played on the line.
In the Consolation tournament,
Parthemos put A-2 out in front by
a bullet pass to Jimmy Stone, who B-l, defeated F-2 in a close and
later galloped across the line to fast game by a score of 6-0. The
score
the extra point thus winning lone touchdown was made by OhesCompany A-2's hard hitting grid- A-2 kept pace with C-l until the
ter Martin who caught a pass in
the
game
14-7.
man edged out a hard fighting C-l last of the third period when, on
Another action packed game was the first minute of the game and
a brilliant pass from R. R. Mcteam by a score of 14-7 in the Kelvin to A. W. Rollins they mov- played between F-l and K-l, in ran 45 yards to score.
fourth period of a close foctball ed into position to tie up the which K-l came out on the losing
game Thursday afternoon. C-l game. The game was tied when end by a score of 6-0. The outwent out in front in the second J. E. Stone dashed around right standing players on the K-l team
and
period of the game, when J. D. end to gain the extra point. With were Payne, Ligon, Kellet
Good went round left end to put the game now tied the A-2 team Glenn. The only touchdown of
the C-l lads 6 points ahead of began to march down the field the game was scored by F. B. de
Loach of F-l on an intercepted
their opponents. The extra point
was good on a pass from Good to only to be stopped by the C-l line. pass. De Loach dashed 60 yards
In this play one of A-2's stars, to score. Other members of the
J. W. Ward.

ontest For Intramural Champs
n Football Is Running Close

Army Officers Uniforms
- - - CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

BODIFORD
DRY
CLEANERS

Uniforms and Cits Cleaned
and Pressed at Reasonable
Prices.

WE DO ALTERATING
AND REPAIRING

M,axe Our Store
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
For Supplies
SHAVING NEEDS
TOOTH PASTE & POII

HAIR TONICS
COSMETICS

WE CARRY ALL THE NATIOMLLY ADVERTISED LINES

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven th&t we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

PEPSI-COLA ts made only Dy PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Long Island
City. New York. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COf^A Bottling Companj
>f Anderson. S. C.

THE L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

NEW SHIPMENT OF

JARMAN ARMY STYLE SHOES
PRICE $6.85
Corduroy Jackets (Clemson Insigna)
$7.50
All 'Tails" and "Tux" Accessories for Mid-Winter

HOKE SLOAN

AN OLD CLEMSON MAN

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
^
THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
PHONE 4311

CLEMSON, S. C.
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Rowell, '31, Is Now
Somewhere In Africa

Present Conditions Here Are
Similar To Those Of Last War

PROF. R. E. WARE

Professor Ware Is Possessor
Qf Unique Gun Collection
By JUNE COLEMAN
Professor R. E. Ware, instructor in zoology and entomology here
at Clemson, by hobby, is a collector of guns. At present Professor
Ware has an outstanding collection composed of some seventy guns
and twenty-five pistols.
One point of interest in this collection is the fact that there is at
least one firearm from every period in American history. There are
several Revolutionary War muskets
and rifles, both American and British, numerous Civil War pieces,
some from the Spanish-American
and Mexican Wars, and one or two
World War weapons.
There is one old Arabian flintlock, in the group that dates back
over two hundred years. It is still
in firing condition. It is said that
many desert tribes still use rifles
of this design because of its simplicity, and because it is so cheap
to make and operate.
Another unique gun in the collection is a "walking stick" air
gun.
It is
built
to look exactly like a walking stick, and is
fired by means of compressed air
pumped into its chamber by a hand
pump. These walking stick "Tommy guns" were carried by English
noblemen around the turn of the
eighteenth century.
An automatic primer gun, designed by Maynard, proved to be a very
successful weapon to its users and

Johnson Speaks
To Joint Meeting
Of Ag. Clubs
Mr. Henry
S. Johnson, director of information
for the
third district of the Farm Credit
Administration, presented a talk
oefore a joint meeting of five agricultural departmental clubs and
invited guests in the agricultural
iuditiorium Tuesday night.
In his speech, which preceded
;he motion picture, "A Salute To
British Faa-mers", Mr. Johnson
brought agricultural students to
a closer realization of the importance of agriculture , in "winning
the war and writing the peace."
His talk was woven about a three
point topic: First the position of
agriculture in respect to the armed
forces and industry; second, the
evoltuiton of agriculture in ascending and descending the "agricul-

By BILL TILLERY
Conditions at Clemson
during
this wai do not differ greatly from
those prevalent here during the
first World War. Of course, there
was no rationing then, but there
were "wheatless" and '.meatless"
days to preserve those supplies
which were so .essential overseas.
The present system of ceiling prices on certain goods which we
now know is a distinct advantage
over the first World War days,
though, for prices went sky high
during 1917 and 1918 because of
the advantage that the producer
and the salesman held over the
consumer. Profiteering was prevalent
throughout the United
States at that time.
Back in 1918, Professor Martin
of the mathematics department,
was a member of the local draft
board, and registered»155 boys
from Clemson in May of 1918.
Some of these students included W.
H. Washington,, who was dean of
the school of Education before he
was called to the army: H. H.
Willis, Dean of the school of Textiles, B. H. Stribling, professor in
the Educational department;
J.
L. Baskin, director of the Georgia
experimental station; and R. R.
Shedd, prominent in the Westinghouse
Electric
ManufacturingCompany
in Chattanooga, Tennessee. '
- Our student body was in an unsettled state then, as now, and
the students here were uncertain

as to their status and plans, much
the same as this cadet corps is
now. The college ran along with
the regular curriculum, however,
and, in addition, had men sent
here by the army for study and
specialized courses such as engineering and mechanics.
There
were also special officers and medicos of the armyi to look after
the men. One man died here during the epidemic of flu in the
winter of 1917. Major Martin made
a trip to Anderson in a horse and
buggy over a muddy road to obtain a coffin for the unfortunate
student.
Several of the members of the
Clemson faculty went into
the
service, and others were asked by
the government to remain,
for
their < services were needed more
at Clemson than in the service.
Major Martin made several talks
urging the sale of Liberty Bonds
and took part in many Liberty
Bond drives.
The military
department was
more strict then than it is now,
although there were fewer special
drills. Now, we are allowed five
cuts a semester, whereas a cut
then was punishable by a week
of room arrest. Of course, there
wasn't as much talk of the Air
Corps then, for it wasn't nearly as
large as it is now. We can
see, though^ that the attitude and
outlook of both our students and
faculty have not changed much
in the last twenty-four years.

John Orian Rowell, entomology '31. who was promoted
last December to the rank of
Captain, is
now
stationed
somewhere in Africa,
Entering
the
Army
Air
Corps as a second lieutenant
last March 26, he was made a
first lieutenant the following
August.
Before his entrance into active duty, Captain Rowell held
the position of extension entomologist for the Extension
service at North Carolina State
College.
His address is 438th Bomber
Sq., 319th Bomber Gp., A. P. O.
520, ">> Postmaster, New York,
N. Y.

Former Editor
Harried To
nderson Gir
Lieutenant James J. Lever, agricultural ecorfbmics '41 of Columbia ,was married last Saturday to
Miss Audrey Hembree of Anderson.
As Miss Hembree, Mrs. Lever is
a member of the sophomore class
at Winthrop. college. Her name is
included in "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities."
While at Clemson, Jimmy, as he
was known to all his friends, was
editor of The Tiger, president of the
sophomore class, a member of Blue
Key, Alpha Zeta, Strawberry Leaf,
Tiger Brotherhood, and Alpha Phi
Omega. His name is listed in
"Who's Who In American Colleges
and Universities" also. Lt. Lever
was formerly a member of the editorial staff of the Anderson Independent, and the time of his entrance into the army he was employed by the South Carolina Department of Agriculture in Colum.bia. He is now in' actiye service in
the u. S. Army Air Corps and is
stationed at Fort Dix, N. J.

Yale Graduate
To Visit Campus

an even more important factor, financially speaking, to its inventor.
His idea of feeding the flints was
used by the makers of cap pistols
to feed caps into the pistol, and
Heir to approximately $1,000,000
the makers had to pay Maynard
while a student at Yale Univerroyalty for the use of his idea.
sity, Dr. Sherwood Eddy, interAll of the guns and pistols in
nationally known Christian statesthe collection may be fired, and
fi
man, will visit the Clemson camProfessor Ware uses several of them
pus on January 21. Dr. Eddy,
for hunting now. He says (and he
coming here under the auspices
d
is (tonfirmed by an article in a gunof the YMCA, will speak in the
collectors magazine) that it is much
college chapel for union services
more difficult to fire accurately an
on that morning. He will also be
old flint lock or musket than it is
guest speaker at Vespers
that
to fire a modem rifle, but once
evening.
one becomes proficient in the use
Dr. Eddy has served in India
of the old timers he may attain
~**r 'W
*«■ w *"*'
for seventeen years as a mission"Gnat's hair" accuracy.
ary and Christian worker in the
Professor Ware has now set about
YMCA. He has conducted many
to build an old musket from an old
tours of European and Mediterranbarrel and a few other old parts
ean lands, having with him large
he has procured.
This involves
groups of student and faculty folk.
much resourcefulness, since he has
accompanist
for
the
organization
is
The Clemson College Glee Club, under
The Yale graduate is author of
to devise his own tools and make
Henry Montague, assistant librarian.
many books arid pamphlets and has
the direction of Professor E. E. Waite,
many of the parts by hand. He
spoken to thousands of students
This, the first public appearance for the
says that one big rielpi is some old
will present the first of a series of proin colleges and universities.
Glee
Club
this
season,
is
scheduled
to
musket replacement parts he found
posed concerts Sunday. This feature will
in a hardware store in Anderson.
be one of the best presented in recent
be held in the Methodist Church. The
DIXON-CULLER
The proprietor of the store didn't
years.
Lieutenant John Calhoun Culler,
know how long the parts had been
Jr., agronomy '41, of Walfton, was
in stock, but parts like that have
married to Miss Mary Rivers Dixbeen out-of-date for many years.
on of Ridgeway
on December 31.
The professor makes his own amThe ceremony was performed in the
munition with several old bullet
Three Hundred and Fifth Infantry
molds he possesses. He also serChapel at Fort Jackson.
Lieutenant
Jchn
W.
Anderson,
vices all of his unique group of
Roy A. Jones, textile industrial
firearms, doing all the repairs himtextile
engineering
'38,
was
mareducation '32, was married to Miss
self.
ried to Miss Janelle Pinson at the
Constance Maphet Booth, of BufWhen You Are Really
First Baptist Church in
Ware
falo,
N.
Y.,
on
December
26.
The
Shoals on November 18. Rev. H. G.
tural pole" of climbing production
Hungry For A
Wheeler, pastor of the church, perduring the war, and the transitory ceremony was performed by Dr.
formed the ceremony.
period of decline to normality.
Reisner of the Richmond Avenue
Mrs. Anderson, daughter of Mr.
Next Sunday the Glee Club will
Lastly, Mr. jonnson pointed out Methodist Church at the home of
present a concert at the regular and Mrs. Eugtoe Pinson of Greenthe three roads that the nation the bride.
—Visit—
morning service in the Clemson wood, attended Winthrop College
can travel back to normality— the
Mrs. Jones is the daughter of Mr. Methodist Church. This is
the and Lander College.
road to isoaltion, a middle of the and Mrs. Frank M. Booth, Sr., of
Lieutenant Anderson, son of M.
road policy, or the road that will Buffalo. She attended Buffalo first of a series of proposed conV. Anderson and the late
Mrs.
lead to the achievement the four State Teachers' College, and was certs to be given in campus
Anderson, was employed by the
freedoms outlined bjy President agent-at-large with the extension churches.
Due to' transportation difficul- Matthews Mill in Greenwood prior
Roosevelt, and make justice to man service of the New York college of
ties and unsettled conditions the to his entrance into the armed
kind a reality.
Greenville, S. C.
home economics at Cornell.
He is now stationed at
Glee Club has not planned any forces.
Urging students to
• remember
Mr. Jones, of Newberry, is con- trips this year. Most of their Fort Huaohuqua, Arizona.
that war is only an interlude, he nected with the Philadelphia quarasked sutdents to return from the ter-master depot as a senior in- concerts will be presented on the
conflict with an international view- spector with headquarters in Cral- campus.
The coming concert will include
point, although he predicted that ton Hill, N. J., where the couple
this country would once rcore adopt will make their home for the pres- sacred music, patriotic selections,
and regular concert pieces.
The
a middle of the road poiicy rather ent.
chorus now consist of about 65
than an international one.
ANDERSON'S LARGEST AND FINEST
voices, under the direction of ProThe speaker was introduced by
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
fessor E. E. Waite of the sociology
Dr. G. H. Apll, head of the de
MILLS-HAWKINS
and physchology department.
partment of agricultural economics
The
accompaniest is Henry
Lieutenant William Charles Hawand ruarl sociology, and was aided
Montague,
assistant
librarian.
kins,
u;
S.
Marine
Corps,
textile
in showing the motion pictures by
President of the Glee Club, comengineer
'42,
was
married
to
Miss
his assistant, Jack Frost.
Katie Mae Mills, of Newberry, on posed entirely of cadets, is Howard
December 4, at the
Holy Trinity Copeland, mechanical engineering
Church of Anderson. '44 of of Hilton Village, Virginia.
Then there was the
ancient Lutheran
"mascara," Dr. Geise added. It Lieutenant Hawkins, while at ClemUniversity of Manchester in Engwas nothing more than Mangan- son, was on the baseball team, and
of the Iota Lam- land is turning out engineers in
ese, burnt almonds, frankincense, was a member
and Phi Psi fraterni- two and one-third years.
or one of many other • eyebrow bda Sigma
shades.
ties.

Above is Jimmy Lever, editor of The Tiger in K940r41
and his recent bride, the former Miss Audrey Hembree
of Anderson. Lt. Lever will return to his station at
Fort Dix, N. J. while Mrs. Lever will continue her edcation at Winthrop College where she is enrolled as a
sophomore.
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Grad Weds N. Y.
Girl Recently

Glee Club To
Present First
Concert Sunday

Lt. Anderson, '38,
Weds G'wood Girl

GOOD STEAK

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

s

-AT—

ULLIVA
HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, South Carolina

CHARLIE'S

STEAK HOUSE

THE CALHOUN HOTEL
CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

MAYFAIR GRILL
!

Make This Your Headquarters While

COME TO THE
Clemson is joining with other towns and cities in the nation in raising
funds for the Allied Nations Relief. From time to time a picture will be run
for the benefit of allied relief. The first of these was run on Wednesday and
Thursday, Jan. 13 and 14. Another will be announced soon.
In an effort to assist with the cost of the war, to provide for a building fund
for repairs and improvements after the war and to make possible work for
those who need it, the Clemson College Y. M. C. A, is planning to use the proceeds from the pictures each Wednesday for the purchase of United States
bonds. Already some bonds have been purchased at the direction of the Advisory
Board of the Y. M. C. A. and this announcement is made so that friends of the
"Y" and the college may assist in this, if they so desire.

You Are In Anderson, S. C.

LEMSON
COFFEE
SHOPPE
—FOR—

SPECIAL PRICES TO CLEMSON MEN

ANDERSON FLOWER CO.

GOOD

Mrs. Helen Harrelson

WHOLESOME
MEALS

SCHEDULE OF PICTURES—

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

15—^''Holiday Inn," Bing Crosby, Mary Martin.
15-t6—"Men of Texas," Ann Gwynn, Robert Stack.
16—'"Tom, Dick and Harry." Ginger Rogers.
17—Reels following Vespers include "Parachute Athlete." "The
Price of Victory." "America Sings with Kate Smith." "Old and
Modern New Orleans."
These reels will be shown at 2 o'clock and again at 6 o'clock.
18-19—"The Wrecking Crew," Richard Arlen, Jean Parker.
20-21—{To be announced.
21-22—"Time To Kill," Lloyd Nolan, Heather Angel.
22—They AH Kissed The Bride,' Joan Crawford, Melvyn Douglas.
23—"Lady In A Jam," Irene Dunne, Ralph Bellamy.
18-19—"Sin Town," Constance Bennett.
20-21-r"Strictly In The Groove," Ozzie Nelson and his Orchestra.
21-22—"Sherlock Holmes and Voice of Terror," Basil Rathbont,
Evelyn Ankers.
23—"Madame Spy."

Plaza Hotel Bldg.

GOOD SANDWICHES AND
FOUNTAIN REFRESHMENTS

THAT ARE
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

If you vant your date to look her loveliest, give her one of our beautiful
corsages.

HOME
COOKED

ALWAYS SERVED AT THE

W. C. Hanna, Prop.

CLEMSON PHARMACY

... in peace and war
This emblem is familiar throughout the nation as the
symbol of a well-trained team, integrated for service in
pence or war—The Bell Telephone Svstem.
1. American Telephone & Telegraph Co. coordinates
all Bell System activities.
2. Twenty-one Associated Companies provide telephone
service in their own territories.
3. The Long Lines Department of A. T. & T. handles
long distance and overseas calls.
4. Bell Telephone Laboratories carries on scientific
research and development.

COMPANY,

INC.

26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE

• 5. "Western Electric Co. is the manufacturing, purcha§»
ing and distributing unit.
The benefits of the nation-wide service provided b»
these companies are never so clear as in time of war.

WAR CALLS COME FIRST {£)

